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Can a pension plan provide a consent benefit where the amount of the benefit is at the discretion of the employer?
No. All consent benefits provided by a pension plan must be determinable.
Section 10(1)7 of the PBA requires that the method of determining benefits payable under a pension plan be set out in the
documents that create and support the pension plan. This applies to all benefits, including those where the employer’s
consent is required to receive an ancillary benefit (i.e., a consent benefit). Accordingly, any plan provision that sets out a
consent benefit where the amount of the benefit is at the discretion of the employer is inconsistent with section 10(1)7 of the
PBA. Such a provision must be amended to clearly set out the method of determining the benefit payable. If such a
provision is not amended, the administrator of the plan should sever the provision or read it out of the plan.
Should the employer wish to provide an enhancement to selected individuals based on the previous wording of the provision,
the method of determining the enhanced benefit must be set out in an amendment to the plan, taking into account
policy B100251(Amendments for Benefit Improvements  Notice and Funding,).
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